
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_____________________________ on my skull?1. (they/would/operate/?)Would they have to operate

But first he _____________ the man's confidence.2. (past/win)had to win

With this difference, however, Philomel ___________________ her
regrets: she knew them already.
3.

(past/not/learn)
had not to learn

And Shaky would be a decent man himself if he
______________________ soapstones.
4.

(past/not/pack)didn't have to pack

Leave me alone now; I _______________ the bread for you and the
children.
5.

(make)
have to make

A general tone of sympathy _________________ for it.6. (past/make up)had to make up

I ____________________ to do that.7. (would/get up)'d have to get up

It _____________________ in three weeks.8. (passive/finish)has to be finished

He _____________ for the bird, however.9. (past/try)had to try

There were a number of persons with whom he had contacts who
wouldn't approve his doing this, but they ______________________ in his
skin.

10.

(past/not/live)
didn't have to live

So we _______________________.11. (past/stop/and/wait)had to stop and wait

They _____________________ a superintendent or any one else for one
hour a day in the school to learn their national language.
12.

(not/ask)
do not have to ask

She steered better so, as long as we _______________________ to.13.
(past/not/heave)

didn't have to heave

It's been no light life for her-you ___________________ more than look in
her eyes to know that.
14.

(not/do)
don't have to do

He intimated that he ______________________ reasons unless he
wished to.
15.

(past/not/give)
didn't have to give
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Although the Governor was directed by his instructions to secure the
advice of the Council before making appointments, he claimed that he
_________________________ it, and he often ignored it.

16.

(past/not/accept)did not have to accept

You ___________________ all over it again.17. (not/go)don't have to go

I _____________________ them, though.18. (shall/tell)shall have to tell

I _____________________ the trigger at all-just let go and they'll go off.19.
(not/pull)

don't have to pull

We did like it, though, so we _____________________.20. (past/not/fib)didn't have to fib
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